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Plastic Mannequins
 



Cleo

CODE: DL-BOUNCEF17

Our Bounce! range of 
plastic retail shop 

display mannequins are 
great for retailers on a 

budget or seeking 
durability over 

fibreglass mannequins.
This gloss white female 
mannequin comes with 
an abstract egg shaped 

head.
Measurements are: 

83cm chest 
63cm waist 
87cm hips 

The mannequin stands 
180cm high. The 

mannequin comes on a 
metal base, with a calf 

spigot.



CODE: DL-BOUNCEF18

Cleo

Our Bounce! range of 
plastic retail shop 

display mannequins are 
great for retailers on a 

budget or seeking 
durability over 

fibreglass mannequins.
This gloss white female 
mannequin comes with 
an abstract egg shaped 

head.
Measurements are: 

83cm chest 
63cm waist 
87cm hips 

The mannequin stands 
180cm high. The 

mannequin comes on a 
metal base, with a calf 

spigot.



Cleo

Our Bounce! range of 
plastic retail shop 

display mannequins are 
great for retailers on a 

budget or seeking 
durability over 

fibreglass mannequins.
This gloss white female 
mannequin comes with 
an abstract egg shaped 

head.
Measurements are: 

83cm chest 
63cm waist 
87cm hips 

The mannequin stands 
180cm high. The 

mannequin comes on a 
metal base, with a calf 

spigot.

CODE: DL-BOUNCEF19



CODE: DL-BOUNCEM10

Our Bounce! range of 
plastic retail shop 

display mannequins are 
great for retailers on a 

budget or seeking 
durability over 

fibreglass mannequins.
This gloss white male 

mannequin comes with 
an abstract egg shaped 

head.
Measurements are: 

83cm chest 
63cm waist 
87cm hips 

The mannequin stands 
180cm high. The 

mannequin comes on a 
metal base, with a calf 

spigot.

Male Abstract



Realistic

CODE: DL-BOUNCEF2

Our Bounce! range of 
plastic retail shop 

display mannequins are 
great for retailers on a 

budget or seeking 
durability over 

fibreglass mannequins.
This female mannequin 
comes with a realistic 

face.
Measurements are: 

83cm chest 
61cm waist 
86cm hips 

The mannequin stands 
176cm high. The 

mannequin comes on a 
glass base, with a calf 

spigot.
Wig not included.



Realistic

CODE: DL-BOUNCEF9

Our Bounce! range of 
plastic retail shop 

display mannequins are 
great for retailers on a 

budget or seeking 
durability over 

fibreglass mannequins.
This female mannequin 
comes with a realistic 

face.
Measurements are: 

83cm chest 
61cm waist 
86cm hips 

The mannequin stands 
176cm high. The 

mannequin comes on a 
glass base, with a calf 

spigot.
Wig not included.



Realistic

CODE: DL-BOUNCEM1H

Our Bounce! range of 
plastic retail shop 

display mannequins are 
great for retailers on a 

budget or seeking 
durability over 

fibreglass mannequins.
This male mannequin 
comes with a realistic 

face.
Measurements are: 

95cm chest 
75cm waist 
95cm hips 

The mannequin stands 
184cm high. The 

mannequin comes on a 
glass base, with a calf 

spigot.
Wig not included.



Headless

CODE: DL-ARKMALEW

Our plastic retail shop 
display mannequins are 
great for retailers on a 

budget or seeking 
durability over 

fibreglass mannequins.
This male mannequin is 

headless and has 
magnetic arm and leg 

fittings.
Measurements are: 

94cm chest 
76.5cm waist 

91cm hips 
The mannequin stands 

174cm high. The 
mannequin comes on a 

glass base, which 
attaches to the bottom 

of the mannequin’s 
foot..



Child

Our Bounce! range of 
plastic retail shop 

display mannequins are 
great for retailers on a 

budget or seeking 
durability over 

fibreglass mannequins.
This gloss white child 

mannequin comes with 
an abstract egg shaped 

head.
Measurements are: 

55cm chest 
51cm waist 
61cm hips 

The mannequin stands 
110cm high. The 

mannequin comes on a 
glass base, with a calf 

spigot.

CODE: DL-BOUNCEF19



Seated

CODE: DL-X52

Our seated female
 mannequin comes 

with a realistic face.
Measurements are: 

81.5cm chest 
59.5cm waist 
89.5cm hips 

The mannequin sits 
130cm high. Wig not 

included.



Premium Mannequins
 



Ivy

CODE: DL-IVY-F1

Ivy has a sophisticated 
and very feminine face, 

perfectly framed in a 
slick hairline. These 

gorgeous dollies come 
complete with 

moulded stiletto shoes. 
The heels can be 
removed to allow 

shoes to be worn as an 
accessory also. 

Measurements are: 
85cm chest 
61cm waist 
88.5cm hips 

The mannequin stands 
185cm high. The 

mannequin comes 
standard on a round 

glass base.



Ivy

CODE: DL-IVY-F2

Ivy has a sophisticated 
and very feminine face, 

perfectly framed in a 
slick hairline. These 

gorgeous dollies come 
complete with 

moulded stiletto shoes. 
The heels can be 
removed to allow 

shoes to be worn as an 
accessory also. 

Measurements are: 
85cm chest 
61cm waist 
88.5cm hips 

The mannequin stands 
185cm high. The 

mannequin comes 
standard on a round 

glass base.



Ivy

CODE: DL-IVY-F3

Ivy has a sophisticated 
and very feminine face, 

perfectly framed in a 
slick hairline. These 

gorgeous dollies come 
complete with 

moulded stiletto shoes. 
The heels can be 
removed to allow 

shoes to be worn as an 
accessory also. 

Measurements are: 
85cm chest 
61cm waist 
88.5cm hips 

The mannequin stands 
185cm high. The 

mannequin comes 
standard on a round 

glass base.



Nouveau

CODE: DL-NOUVEAU-F3

Symmetrical and 
elegant, classic yet 
enigmatic. These 

gorgeous dollies come 
complete with 

moulded stiletto shoes. 
The heels can be 
removed to allow 

shoes to be worn as an 
accessory also. 

Measurements are: 
85cm chest 
61cm waist 
88.5cm hips 

The mannequin stands 
185cm high. The 

mannequin comes 
standard on a round 

glass base.

  Glass Base



 Eden - Female

  Statuesque dollies 
with a moulded slipper 

foot so they do not 
look un- dressed 

without shoes on. A 
range of poses to 

artistically show your 
range. 

Measurements are: 
82.5cm chest 
59.5cm waist 
87.5cm hips 

The mannequin stands 
184cm high. The 

mannequin comes 
standard on a round 

glass base.
Reclining mannequin
92cm high, 142 cm 

long.
Available in standard 
and custom colours

F1 F4 F3

F2 F5

  Glass Base



   Eden - Male

 
Sculptures of the 

relaxed, confident 
male. Moulded shoe-

style feet give a street 
finish without shoes. 

Measurements are: 
82.5cm chest 
59.5cm waist 
87.5cm hips 

The mannequin stands 
187cm high. The 

mannequin comes 
standard on a round 

glass base.

Available in standard 
and custom colours

M2 M5

M1 M3M4

  Glass Base



M3F1

     Officer - Male & Female

F2

   Dollies that are 
coloured and styled to 

give your store 
atmosphere and your 

clothes an edge 
 

Pictured in ’smoke’, ’
sin’, ‘shade’ and 
‘smoke’ colours 

(respectively), available 
to order in other 

colours
round glass base (other 

styles optional)
Female: Height=182cm 

Bust=85cm 
Waist=63cm Hip=90cm 

Male: Height=186cm 
Chest=95cm 

Waist=77cm Hip=95.
5cm 

 
   

M4



Sculpted head female 
mannequin.

  
Measurements are: 

84cm chest 
61cm waist 
87cm hips 

The mannequin stands 
180cm high. The 

mannequin comes 
standard with a round 

glass base.

Hannah Billie

  Glass Base



Lil

RANGE: LIL

Measurements are: 
86cm chest 
63cm waist 
89cm hips 

The mannequin stands 
180cm high. The 

mannequin comes 
standard on a round 

glass base.

G3                                      G4                             G1

   G5                                     G2

  Glass Base



Liv

RANGE: LIV

LIV 1 Height=178cm Bust=84cm 
Waist=61cm Hip=89cm

L
IV 2 Height=178cm Bust=84cm 

Waist=63cm Hip=89cm 

LIV 3 Height=178cm Bust=84cm 
Waist=60cm Hip=89cm 

LIV 4 Height=178cm Bust=84cm 
Waist=62cm Hip=90cm 

LIV 5 Height=178cm Bust=84cm 
Waist=59cm Hip=87cm 

LIV 6 Height=128cm Bust=86cm 
Waist=63cm Hip=87cm 

  
 

LIV1                           LIV2                             LIV3

LIV4                             LIV5                   LIV6



Liz

RANGE: LIZ

LIZ 1 Height=181cm Bust=85cm 
Waist=63cm Hip=92cm

L
IZ 2 Height=178cm Bust=85cm 

Waist=63cm Hip=92cm 

LIZ 3 Height=178cm Bust=85cm 
Waist=63cm Hip=92cm 

LIZ 4 Height=180cm Bust=85cm 
Waist=63cm Hip=91cm 

LIZ 5 Height=180cm Bust=85cm 
Waist=63cm Hip=91cm 

   

 
  

 

                         LIZ4                                LIZ5                                        

   LIZ1                            LIZ2                               LIZ3



Belle

Height=177.5cm 
Bust=84cm 

Waist=61cm 
Hip=86cm

All mannequins come standard 
with round glass base

   

 
  

 

RANGE: BELLE

1                                       2                                    3

5                                       4                                        6                                       



Cam

Height=187cm 
Chest=98cm 
Waist=78cm 

Hip=96cm

All mannequins come standard 
with round glass base

   

 
  

 

1                                       2                                    3

            4                                       5                                       6                                     7                                 

RANGE: CAM



Lydia

          LYD4                  LYD3                 LYD2

Premium matt white sculpted 
female mannequin

Height=180cm 
Bust=86cm 

Waist=63cm 
Hip=89cm

All mannequins come standard 
with round glass base

   

 
  

 

RANGE: LYDIA



Liv

RANGE: LIV

               LIV2                LIV5                     LIV3

Premium matt white sculpted 
female mannequin

Height=178cm 
Bust=84cm 

Waist=62cm 
Hip=89cm

All mannequins come standard 
with round glass base

   

 
  

 



Headless

CODE: DL-LILY-1A

Our premium headless 
gloss white 

mannequins.

Measurements are: 
83cm bust 

62.5cm waist 
88.5cm hips 

The mannequin stands 
163cm high. The 

mannequin comes 
standard on a round 

glass base.



Headless

CODE: DL-PAF-4GW

Our premium headless 
gloss white 

mannequins.

Measurements are: 
81cm bust 

60.5cm waist 
88.5cm hips 

The mannequin stands 
162cm high. The 

mannequin comes 
standard on a round 

glass base.



Headless

CODE: DL-PAF-2A

Our premium headless 
gloss white 

mannequins.

Measurements are: 
81cm bust 

60.5cm waist 
88.5cm hips 

The mannequin stands 
162cm high. The 

mannequin comes 
standard on a round 

glass base.



Headless

CODE: DL-HL-SIT7

Our premium headless 
gloss white 

mannequins.

Measurements are: 
86cm bust 

63cm waist 
87cm hips 

The seated mannequin 
is 113cm high. 

Seat not included.



Headless

CODE: DL-HL-MIM4

Our premium headless 
gloss white 

mannequins.

Measurements are: 
93cm chest 
76m waist 
96 cm hips 

The mannequin stands 
171cm high. The 

mannequin comes 
standard on a round 

glass base.



Headless

CODE: DL-HL-MIM1

Our premium headless 
gloss white 

mannequins.

Measurements are: 
93cm chest 
76m waist 
96 cm hips 

The mannequin stands 
171cm high. The 

mannequin comes 
standard on a round 

glass base.



 

Plus Size Mannequins



Plus Size

RANGE: MALE

Our premium plus size 
mannequins.

Sizing: 

118cm chest 

102 cm waist 

114cm hip.

Customisations 

available on request - 

e.g. heads, colours, 

logos

 The mannequin comes 
standard on a round 

glass base.

                         DL-MALB3                                                                   DL-MALB2

DL-MALB1



Plus Size

CODE: DL-FEMB-5

Our premium plus size 
female mannequins.

Sizing: 

109cm chest 

82 cm bust 

109cm hip.

Customisations 

available on request - 

e.g. heads, colours, 

logos

 The mannequin comes 
standard on a round 

glass base.



Plus Size

RANGE: FEMALEDL-FEMB-JOS5

Our premium plus size 
mannequins.

Sizing: 

FEMB-1 104/77/102 cm

FEMB-3 109/82/109 cm

FEMB-5 100/72/103 cm

Customisations available 

on request - e.g. heads, 

colours, logos

 The mannequin comes 
standard on a round glass 

base.

                         DL-FEMB-1                                                                   DL-FEMB-3



Seated Plus Size Female

CODE: DL-FEMB-4

Our premium headless 
gloss white female plus 

siuze mannequins.

Measurements are: 
100cm bust 
72cm waist 
103cm hips 

Seat not included.



Torso -  Plus Size Female

CODE: DL-CHICTF



Child Mannequins
 



       Boy Mannequins

Our premium fibreglass 
children mannequins 

are ready to come and 
play in your store!

Available in white and 
skin colour

18 mth boy
  

Height 53cm 
Chest 50cm 
Waist 48cm 

Hip 53cm

*Arm pose may vary 
slightly from version 

shown

 RANGE: DL-BOBBIE



RANGE: DL-COREY

       Boy Mannequins

Our premium fibreglass 
children mannequins 

are ready to come and 
play in your store!

Available in white and 
skin colour

  
4 year old boy

  Height 112cm 
          Chest 57cm 
         Waist 51cm 
          Hip 60cm   

           
    * seated version 
       also available

 

       

 



Our premium fibreglass 
children mannequins 

are ready to come and 
play in your store!

Available in white and 
skin colour

  
6 year old boy

  Height 124cm 
          Chest 60cm 
         Waist 55cm 
          Hip 66cm   

           
    

 

       

 

       Boy Mannequins

RANGE: DL-MATTY



       Boy Mannequins

RANGE: DL-DANNY

Our premium fibreglass 
children mannequins 

are ready to come and 
play in your store!

Available in white and 
skin colour

  
8 year old boy

  Height 132cm 
          Chest 65cm 
         Waist 56.5cm 
          Hip 69cm   

           
    

 

       

 



Our premium fibreglass 
children mannequins 

are ready to come and 
play in your store!

Available in white and 
skin colour

  
10 year old boy

  Height 142cm 
          Chest 68cm 
         Waist 57cm 
          Hip 72cm   

           
    

 

       

 

       Boy Mannequins

RANGE: DL-ROBBIE
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Our premium fibreglass 
children mannequins 

are ready to come and 
play in your store!

Available in white and 
skin colour

  
12 year old boy

  Height 159cm 
          Chest 76cm 
         Waist 62cm 
          Hip 79cm   

           
    

 

       

 

       Boy Mannequins

RANGE: DL-JACK



Our premium fibreglass 
children mannequins 

are ready to come and 
play in your store!

Available in white and 
skin colour

  
1 year old girl

  Height 69cm 
          Chest 48cm 
         Waist 48cm 
          Hip 50.5cm  

            
    

 

       

 

        Girl Mannequins

RANGE: DL-BONNIE



Our premium fibreglass 
children mannequins 

are ready to come and 
play in your store!

Available in white and 
skin colour

  
4 year old girl

  Height 112cm 
          Chest 57cm 
         Waist 51cm 
          Hip 60cm   

           
    

 

       

 

        Girl Mannequins

RANGE: DL-LINNIE



Our premium fibreglass 
children mannequins 

are ready to come and 
play in your store!

Available in white and 
skin colour

  
6 year old girl

  Height 123cm 
          Chest 62cm 
         Waist 56.5cm 
          Hip 68cm   

           
    

 

       

 

        Girl Mannequins

RANGE: DL-ISABEL



Our premium fibreglass 
children mannequins 

are ready to come and 
play in your store!

Available in white and 
skin colour

  
8 year old girl

  Height 132cm 
          Chest 65cm 
         Waist 55cm 
          Hip 67cm   

           
    

 

       

 

        Girl Mannequins

RANGE: DL-ANITA



Our premium fibreglass 
children mannequins 

are ready to come and 
play in your store!

Available in white and 
skin colour

  
10 year old girl

  Height 142cm 
          Chest 68cm 
         Waist 57cm 
          Hip 72cm   

           
    

 

       

 

        Girl Mannequins

RANGE: DL-CASSIE



RANGE: DL-BROOKE

Our premium fibreglass 
children mannequins 

are ready to come and 
play in your store!

Available in white and 
skin colour

  
12 year old girl

  Height 157cm 
          Chest 74cm 
         Waist 62cm 
          Hip 80cm   

           
    

 

       

 

        Girl Mannequins



Abstract Child          
Mannequins

Our abstract children 
mannequins are ready 

to come and play in 
your store!

  
Seated Unisex Baby

  Height 48cm 
          Chest 47cm 
         Waist 51cm 
             

          
    

 

       

 

RANGE: ABSTRACT



Abstract Child          
Mannequins

Our Bounce! range of 
plastic retail shop 

display mannequins are 
great for retailers on a 

budget or seeking 
durability over 

fibreglass mannequins.
This gloss white child 

mannequin comes with 
an abstract egg shaped 

head.
Measurements are: 

55cm chest 
51cm waist 
61cm hips 

The mannequin stands 
110cm high. The 

mannequin comes on a 
glass base, with a calf 

spigot.

CODE: DL-BOUNCEF19



CODE: DL-ARKBOYW

Our plastic retail shop 
display mannequins are 
great for retailers on a 

budget or seeking 
durability over 

fibreglass mannequins.
This plastic matte 

white child mannequin 
comes with an 
moulded head.

Measurements are: 
53cm chest 
50cm waist 
53cm hips 

The mannequin stands 
105m high. The 

mannequin comes on a 
glass base, and 
attaches to the 

mannequin foot.

Plastic Boy          
Mannequin



Tailors Forms & Flexi 
Kids 



CODE: DL-PREMFEM

Our premium female 
tailors form is supplied 
complete with bronze 

or brushed chome neck 
cap and base

Height adjustable up to 
approx 170cm.

Measurements are: 
81.5cm chest 
63.5cm waist 
88.5cm hips 

Premium Female Tailors
Form



Our premium male 
tailors form is supplied 
complete with bronze 

or brushed chrome 
neck cap and base

Height adjustable up to 
approx 170cm.

Measurements are: 
100cm chest 
79cm waist 
94cm hips 

Premium Male Tailors
Form

CODE: DL-PREMMALE



CODE: DL-822

Our female classic style 
tailors form is supplied 
complete with tri-leg 

wooden base.
Height adjustable up to 

approx 170cm.

The torso is pinnable - 
you can stick pins into 
any part of the torso.

Measurements are: 
85.5cm chest 
60.5cm waist 

88cm hips 

Available in white or 
black.

Female Tailors
Form



Our male classic style 
tailors form is supplied 
complete with tri-leg 

wooden base.
Height adjustable up to 

approx 170cm.

The torso is pinnable - 
you can stick pins into 
any part of the torso.

Measurements are: 
98cm chest 

88.5cm waist 
104cm hips 

Male Tailors
Form

CODE: DL-006



RANGE: FLEXI

Our cute flexi kids are 
one of our best selling 

products and they can’t 
wait to come and play 

in your store!

Available in a range of 
sizes from 6 months to 

15 years old.

Sold complete with 
metal base.

Measurements for 
range is shown in 

centimetres.

Flexi Kids


